
Notting Hill East Neighbourhood Forum comments

Page: Draft New London Plan

Section: N/A

Notting Hill East Neighbourhood Forum welcomes the aims of more homes and mixed communities and tr fewer cars in the future. We have 
the following amendments and additions.

1. Make sure that the ideal of making streets planned for people to move around more safely is linked to turning many streets into  attractive 
community PLACES where both adults and children will want to spend more time.  We would also add under 1.3.4 make the streets ( and the 
city as a whole for that matter)  more beautiful. 1.4.9 We would like to see 'improving the visual quality of the city' enshrined in the plan also.

2.We are concerned that insufficient emphasis has been placed on greening and we would like to ensure  all new units have small greened 
and screened usable space. So to policy GG4 We would add ' provide small screened and greened outside space.' We would also like  to see 
greater emphasis on the role of greening to shade,cool and help clean the air and to provide a richer habitat for insects and birds as well as 
delaying water run-off reduce  flood risk.

3. Agree to increased control over basement development that minimises the effect on neighbours. Agree that  where possible consideration 
should be given to adding storeys to buildings   but only where  existing residents are also advantaged.We believe that the possibility of 
adding storeys  should also apply within  Conservation areas  as long as the roof extensions are sensitive and we believe that in  traditional 
terraced housing the traditional mansard form must  normally   be preferred to flat roof extensions for both building performance and aesthetic 
reasons. See policy 1.5.3

4. Policy D1 

We would add 

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan


'make more beautiful' but specifically 

a.  make provision for storage spaces and places for bicycles 

b. Consider designing out  over time wider parking spaces to encourage smaller over larger vehicles to encourage more ecologically friendly 
vehicles.

c. All properties in London to display street number clearly visible and all streets to have visible names at each end.

5. We support  minimum standard for new housing units especially that they be double aspect and would add screened and greened outside 
space.

6. Public Realm 

In addition to previous comments we would urge a more innovative approach to the use of existing streets for recreation for people of all ages, 
more opportunities for informal play, and social activities. Ensure that on street parking becomes a less and less dominant feature of the 
streetscape. Ensure the provision and management of free drinking water.  Disallow if possible charging for streets closing for community 
events. 

7.      3.7.1 Seems to imply that bright lighted streets are safer whereas research shows that lighting more sensitive to the needs of all users 
does not mean brighter lighting for safety's sake. We want to reduce light pollution.

 



Page: Policy GG3 Creating a healthy city

Section: 1.3.4

1. Make sure that the ideal of making streets planned for people to move around more safely is linked to turning many streets into  attractive 
community PLACES where both adults and children will want to spend more time.  We would also add under 1.3.4 make the streets ( and the 
city as a whole for that matter)  more beautiful. 1.4.9 We would like to see 'improving the visual quality of the city' enshrined in the plan also.

Page: Policy GG4 Delivering the homes Londoners need

Section: N/A

2.We are concerned that insufficient emphasis has been placed on greening and we would like to ensure  all new units have small greened 
and screened usable space. So to policy GG4 We would add ' provide small screened and greened outside space.' We would also like  to see 
greater emphasis on the role of greening to shade,cool and help clean the air and to provide a richer habitat for insects and birds as well as 
delaying water run-off reduce  flood risk.

Page: Policy GG5 Growing a good economy

Section: 1.4.9

1.4.9 We would like to see 'improving the visual quality of the city' enshrined in the plan also.

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-1-planning-london-s-future-good-growth-policies/policy-gg3-creating
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-1-planning-london-s-future-good-growth-policies/policy-gg3-creating#r-1.3.4
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-1-planning-london-s-future-good-growth-policies/policy-gg4-delivering
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-1-planning-london-s-future-good-growth-policies/policy-gg5-growing
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-1-planning-london-s-future-good-growth-policies/policy-gg5-growing#r-1.4.9


Page: Policy D1 London's form and characteristics

Section: N/A

4. Policy D1 

We would add 

'make more beautiful' but specifically 

a.  make provision for storage spaces and places for bicycles 

b. Consider designing out  over time wider parking spaces to encourage smaller over larger vehicles to encourage more ecologically friendly 
vehicles.

c. All properties in London to display street number clearly visible and all streets to have visible names at each end.

Page: Policy D4 Housing quality and standards

Section: N/A

5. We support  minimum standard for new housing units especially that they be double aspect and would add screened and greened outside 
space.

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-3-design/policy-d1-londons-form-and-characteristics
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-3-design/policy-d4-housing-quality-and-standards


Page: Policy D7 Public realm

Section: N/A

6. Public Realm 

In addition to previous comments we would urge a more innovative approach to the use of existing streets for recreation for people of all ages, 
more opportunities for informal play, and social activities. Ensure that on street parking becomes a less and less dominant feature of the 
streetscape. Ensure the provision and management of free drinking water.  Disallow if possible charging for streets closing for community 
events. 

Page: Policy D7 Public realm

Section: 3.7.10

  3.7.1 Seems to imply that bright lighted streets are safer whereas research shows that lighting more sensitive to the needs of all users does 
not mean brighter lighting for safety's sake. We want to reduce light pollution.

https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-3-design/policy-d7-public-realm
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-3-design/policy-d7-public-realm
https://wwwtest.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/london-plan/new-london-plan/draft-new-london-plan/chapter-3-design/policy-d7-public-realm#r-3.7.10

